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Happy New Year!..
Next Meeting:
Tuesday, January 7, 6:00pm Bullock’s BBQ

Program: The Collins 51S-1 HF Communications
Receiver
By: Karl Bowman, W4CHX
Karl added: In addition to discussing this unique
receiver, the presentation will provide some
background on the Collins Radio Co and insights to
collecting Collins amateur radio equipment. Karl is a
veterinarian and has lived in Raleigh since 1981. His
wife, Gale, K4GGB, and all three of his sons are
licensed hams. He is the immediate past president of
the Raleigh Amateur Radio Society - RARS, (which
kept him from giving this program earlier than this).

President’s Corner
I hope everyone had a wonderful Christmas. It was
great to see so many members at our December
Holiday Dinner at Bullock’s BBQ. I hope we can all
meet our “Ham New Year’s Resolution” that we made
at the dinner (I think Dee will be keeping a list and
checking it twice).
The outstanding club member I would like to
recognize this month is Dave (W4SAR). I bet you
think I want to recognize him for the great job he did
as Field Day coordinator, after all we did finish 6th in

the nation. Actually, I would like to recognize Dave
2013
for the outstanding work he does as our local

Volunteer Examiner (VE) coordinator. Dave
contributes many hours each month coordinating the
VE exam sessions. This includes scheduling the test
sessions, ordering and maintaining testing supplies,
ensuring there is the required number of VE’s at each
session, and processing and mailing the paperwork
and fees after each session. I checked the VE session
counts for North Carolina on the ARRL website and
found that Dave has served as a VE a whopping 172
times. There was only one VE in the entire state that
had served more times than Dave. I would also like to
mention that DFMA member Ed (W4EJG) has served
as a VE 108 times and our secretary Dee (KU4GC) has
served 95 times. The ARRL notes on their website,
“Recognizing that each exam session requires at least
three Volunteer Examiners and an average time
commitment of 2-4 volunteer hours or more per
person, the thousands of hours these VEs have
afforded their local communities is extraordinary!”,
and “As you review these listings, should you
recognize a call sign of one of our many dedicated
volunteers, we hope you will take an opportunity in
the future to thank the volunteer for his or her
contributions to the VEC program.” Hats off to all our
local VE’s for the great job they do.
I hope to see you at an upcoming Bullock’s BBQ
dinner meeting and hear from you on one of our
Thursday club nets (8:00 PM on 147.225). I wish
everyone an exciting and prosperous 2014.
73, Skip, N4SKP

2013 Holiday Dinner Day
Our annual holiday dinner was a great success with
52 people attending. Many hams brought a spouse to
get everyone into the holiday spirit.
As some of the pictures show, people ate good food
and had great conversations – Ham Radio as it should
be.

Dave, W4SAR (not heading VE Team)
Picture courtesy of N4SKP

As in previous years, toys for children were collected
and personal donations to the Durham rescue
mission were received in the “hat”. Including the
DFMA’s club donation, a total of $1874 and 43 gifts
were sent to four different charities. There were only
27 gifts last year and even excluding one very large
gift, monetary gifts were signifigantly up as well.
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We tried something new last year by asking people to
share Ham Radio New Year’s Resolutions. Last year,
eight hams went public with theirs. This year we
were a bit more aggressive and many of the
attendees made their ham radio hopes public. You’ll

2014 Classic Exchange
The CX is a no-pressure contest celebrating the older
commercial and homebrew equipment that was the
pride and joy of ham shacks many decades ago.
The object is to encourage restoration, operation and
enjoyment of this older "Classic" equipment.
However, you need not operate a Classic rig to
participate in the CX. You may use any rig in the
contest although new gear is a distinct scoring
disadvantage.
At the end there is a link to the full announcement for
the January - February 2014 Classic Exchange (CX).
Below are the barest highlights.
January 26, 2014 - CW
February 9, 2014 - AM - SSB - FM
Operating on 160-80-40-20-15-10-6-2

DFMA Holiday Dinner – Park of the Crowd
(More pictures at the end)

have to look at the meeting minutes below to see what
they were. And, even worse, you may have to come to
next year’s party to see how they did.

DFMA Dues are Due
Your DFMA dues are due in January. A PDF of the
dues form(s) is attached with this mailing.
Alternatively, you can always find the form on the
DFMA web site: dfma.org (click on Membership at
the top to get to the right page). Eighteen people are
already paid up for 2014. Space is limited! (Just
kidding :-) Join the crowd!
Thirty years ago dues were $12 a year! They are still
$12 a year – now there’s a bargain!.

RARS Tech License Class
Raleigh Amateur Radio Society (RARS) will be
sponsoring a Technician Class License Course. The
three session course will be conducted: January 18,
25 and February 1, 2014. Classes will be conducted
at the American Red Cross office near Wake Med
Hospital (on New Bern Avenue) at 100 N. Peartree
Lane, Raleigh, NC. The sessions will begin at 8:00
a.m. and end around 12:30 p.m.
The above is only a summary. For complete details,
see article on the DFMA web site: dfma.org

See
www.classicexchange.org
for details.
- Mac, WQ8U

Lightning Protection Document
As we all know, ham radio antennas can present
additional exposure to the possibility of nearby and
direct lightning strikes causing significant damage
unless a proper and comprehensive approach has
been used to prevent damage.
Below is a link to a very comprehensive, but readable
guide published by the IEEE for understanding the
mechanisms that allow entry of damaging surges and
the means to prevent damage.
Starting on page 30, a discussion of "ground potential
rise" or "ground shift" is covered in detail. This seems
to be one of the least understood, but one of the most
important areas to evaluate in a lightning protection
assessment, especially with ham radio antenna
wiring, CATV, telephone, satellite antennas, etc
presenting "additional entry points".
http://www.lightningsafety.com/nlsi_lhm/IEEE_Guide.pdf

Enjoy!

- Dan KR4UB

Ham Radio Dreams, December,
2013 by: Lowell Tieszen – KK4PH
Sometime in November, Dee – KU4GC gave out the
challenge for DFMA members to bring your “ham
resolutions” for 2014, to the December DFMA meeting.
In thinking over what I would like to see for ham radio
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during 2014 in our area, it occurred to me that many
of my dreams are tied up with ham activities of others.
Then, after four hours of “Lord of the Rings”, my
thoughts started flowing in some form of Old English.
So here is a copy of what I read December 3, 2013.
It is not of my selfish dreams that I speak – of which I
have many, but I speak of dreams for the good of all.
I dream of the provisions in the Fort of Emergency
Operations in the county of Durham allowing not
only voices to be spoken in this county, but to
faraway lands. With the aid of Sir Stephen who hails
from beyond the county of Orange in the County of
Chatham, plans are being laid to scale the heights of
the Fort of Emergency Operations to establish an
aerial where not only our voices but also script, typed
by our own hands, might be sent to distant places and
yea, we might also hear voices from afar and receive
script which we might see in images before our very
eyes.
I dream of Multimedia of the highest speed. I beg aid
from Sir Ken from the house of Kaufman, and other
good gentlemen and gentlewomen from the county
of Orange to our West. I dream of sending script
which is typed by our hands, in the twinkling of an
eye, to it's destination whether from the Forts of
Emergency Operations, from the Hall of the Scarlet
Cross, or from the Wagon of Communications.
I dream of sending not only voices, and written script,
but yea, sending our very image as well. Not only our
image but images with the motions of our lives - and
the letters A-T-V appear in my dream. Lord Woody
from the Citadel of Hillsborough in the County of
Orange along with other good gentlemen meet with
persistence to attempt such things the fourth night of
each week. Might we call on the aid and services of
good men such as of Sir Wilson of the Land of Magic
and Sir Terry of The Meadow mont to assemble an
amplifier of great power where these images might
be seen for more than a few Furlongs (660 Ft.) and be
seen at the Fort of Emergency Operations, the Hall of
the Scarlet Cross and in the Wagon of
Communications. In these days, these moving images
are sent from a beacon North of the city, in the
shifting of tones too high for our ears to hear. I
dream of these images being sent in a new and
different stream of shifting tones that will represent
each point on the moving image – I shall call such
point a pixel. In this dream the from is of the name
DVB-S.
I dream that the thunder will be quieted on the
beacon which serves as a meeting place for those

who call themselves possums in morn of each
workday of the week.
For the Festival of the Field, I dream of beverages.
Those provided by Baron Dietolf and the Baroness
MK from the house of Ramm which we quaff, but also
those beverages as those which lay in the fields of Sir
Bruce and Lady Laurie from the house of Meier. With
such a beverage laid during the festival of the Field,
we might hear the weakest of voices from the West,
from the North and from the South. Because there
are not many voices to the East - we need not bother
in listening for those voices.
For now, my work is not complete. I work with Lord
Charles and Sir Adriano to establish a new beacon on
the Hill of “TV”. Once established we will no longer
have need of the beacon which has sent it's signals
from atop the infirmary of the Veteran for more than
25 years.
We have great wisdom, as well as strength of mind
and spirit in or midst. I beg of ye all that we set our
minds on accomplishing great things in the coming
year and that all will have a merry time in doing so.

Club Meeting Minutes
Durham FM Association (DFMA)
DFMA Meeting - 12/3/13 - KU4GC Secretary
Location: Bullock’s BBQ, Durham
Attending: Dewey, WA4AHR; Skip, WA4BNT; Wilson,
W4BOH; DeeAnn; Mike, KK4BPH; Sandy; Charlie,
NC4CD; Lee, WA4HYL; Terry, WD4CEE; Herman,
N4CH; Donna, N4RXL; Adriano, KV7D; Dave, K4DJK;
Dan, KK4DMS; Lucy; Dee, KU4GC; MK, W4MKR; Rhett,
KE4HIH; Joanna, KE4QOZ; Al, KE4IHX; Linda, KF4LJZ;
Duke, K2MZ; Nancy; JR, KG4NNT; Connita; Mark,
KJ4NPF; Banks, W4OFZ; Tim, KJ4OLI; Tucker,
KK4UNZ; Lad, W4ORD; Donna; Jim, KB4OT; Vic,
K0OUX; Priscilla; Lowell, KK4PH; Sharyn, KB4WFW;
Bill, KK4QDZ; Bill, KI4RAN; Prez; Bob, W4RWC; Dave,
W4SAR; Karen, KD4YJZ; Skip, N4SKP; Dan, KR4UB;
Jean; Don, KE4UVJ; Dave, NA4VY; Carol; Bill,
KD4WNZ; Sue, KE4JYJ; Jim, WB4YYY; Sue, KA4AVM;
A total of 52 attending, 44 of them hams.
President - Skip, N4SKP, called the meeting to order
at 7:15 pm and opened the activities with the
traditional self introductions. Then, in the spirit of
the holidays, he dispensed with the normal reports
(other than one turned in to the secretary on paper.)
[REPORTS
Treasurer - MK, W4MKR- Private communication.
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Members: 95 in good standing (who had paid 2013
dues by the end of the meeting)]
Charitable Giving
43 gifts for children were donated by participants.
These will be turned over to Social Services who will
see that needy children have a good Christmas.
The DFMA, as a club, makes an annual gift of $350 to
the Durham Rescue Mission. A hat was passed
around to collect additional, personal, gifts of cash or
checks for the Durham Rescue Mission and other
charities.
$504 was collected for the Durham Rescue Mission
and there were checks for two other charities. One of
these checks was very large. This resulted in a grand
total of charitable financial (i.e. not including toys for
kids) giving of $1874 when club and individual
contributions are combined.
Door Prize
Jean Eddleman (XYL of Dan, KR4UB) won a DFMA cap
donated by Skip, N4SKP. Thank you Skip!
Program: There was no program as such but for the
second year, we solicited
Ham’s New Year’s Resolutions
Dan, KR4UB
- To become more “radioactive” on the HF bands.
Wilson, KR4UB
- Definitely get a tower up. To build a solid state
transmitter (but he is not giving up tubes!)
JR, KG4NNT
- Build [secretary can’t read his own writing]
Charlie, NC4CD
- Get on the OCRA Monday night 10 meter sideband
net. [8pm 28.450 MHz]
Herman, N4CH
- Get ham gear out of the kitchen, and out of the living
room and …
Adriano, KV7D
- Get the IRLP nodes up and working (both for OCRA
and the DFMA)
Tucker, KK4UNZ
- Learn Morse code
Tim, KJ4OLI
- Keep up with Tucker (KK4UNZ)
Lad, W4ORD
- Get a tower up
Dewey, WA4AHR
- Get a second tower up with a 3 element quad

Dave, W4SAR
- Break into the top 5 on Field Day
This was the same as last year’s resolution. There
was applause since we actually made it to #6 this
year.
Karen, KD4YJZ
- She plans to help Dave achieve his goal.
Dan, KK4DMS
- He hopes to get digital modes working and to do
more DX on HF.
Vic, K0OUX
- He hopes to complete his new shack and to get out
a KW.
Skip, N4SKP
- He plans to get WAS on 20 meters (with his stealth,
crepe myrtle antenna).
Banks, W4OFZ
- Hopes to get ham gear older than 50 years out of the
house.
MK, W4MKR
- She plans to check into more nets.
Bob, W4RWC
- Plans to get his 10 meter antenna twice as high.
Dave, NA4VY
- He hopes to Work All Continents with his Collins rig
which is finally working.
Al, KE4IHX
- Plans to get onto HF more
Linda, KF4LJZ
- Wants to get a mobile rig into her car (with help
from somebody here, hint, hint)
Skip, WA4BNT
- Wants to put up a tri-band 80 meter vertical.
Jim, WB4YYY
- He wants to put up more antennas
Rhett, KE4HIH
- Wants to get rid of extra stuff
Sue, KF4JYJ
- Wants to remember to renew her license.
Bill, KD4WNZ
- Will get his dipole back up
Jim, KB4OT
- Hope to find Dave’s Geiger counter and to get rid of
most stuff
Bill, KI4RAN
- Thanked people for the help he had been given and
planned to get on Echolink more
Mark, KJ4NPF
- Plans to become more radioactive
Don, KE4UVJ
- Plans to 1. get his General license and 2. pass the
recommended FEMA course for ARES
Duke, K2MZ
- Passed, but then, changed his mind and reported
that his resolution was not to pass
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Lowell, KK4PH
- Read a “Dream for ARES” written in “heraldic“
language (inspired by watching Lord of the Rings).
This drew great applause. [See text in previous
article.]

Two more party pictures

Since, Dee, KU4GC, emceed the Ham New Year’s
Resolution dialog, he escaped making a resolution
himself. However, he is recycling (good, right?) last
year’s resolutions to 1. Build a crank-up tower (only
part way done) and 2. Get on the air with CW.
Party adjourned.

Buy – Sell – Trade
Wanted: Dead Microwave Ovens
I can use dead/dying/unwanted microwave ovens.
The power transformers can be used for power
supply construction. Thanks.
Wilson – W4BOH

Our newest member: Tucker, KK4UNZ & dad Tim, KJ4OLI

Upcoming Events (dfma.org for details)
1/7
1/13
1/13
1/21
2/1
2/4

6pm DFMA Meeting, Bullock’s BBQ
7pm VE Session, Orange County EOC
7pm OCRA Meeting, Orange County EOC
7pm DFMA Board Meeting
8:30am Richmond Frost Fest
6pm DFMA Meeting

73 - Dee, KU4GC, Editor
- MK, W4MKR, Proofreader
Send copy to ku4gc@amsat.org
Deadline: one week before the Club Meeting
(Images and copy: KU4GC or as credited)

Web Site: dfma.org
Some good conversation: Karen, KD4YJZ; Dave, W4SAR;
Terry, WD4CEE & Dewey, WA4AHR

